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Abstract 
The classical Cryptosystems are very old cryptosystems that were primarily used in the pre-computer era. They are 
considered weak nowadays and too easy to break, especially with computers. However, these  simple cryptosystems 
give a good illustration of several of the  important ideas of the cryptography and cryptanalysis’s Systems. They are 
considered as the heart of cryptography science and it's good to start with. In this paper, we are going to design 
several cryptosystems using Java programming language such as shift cipher, affine cipher and others. In addition, we 
will practice on several number theory algorithms especially the modular arithmetic and prime numbers as well as on 
decomposing a large problem into modules and testing a circuit that is too large to test exhaustively. The software can 
be used then to send and receive an encrypted messages using the email systems. Moreover, a hardware design for 
Caesar and Affine Ciphers will be simulated via Multisim software and implemented using the logic gates and 
circuits and the skills learned from digital logic design course. 
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1. Introduction 
The need for protecting private information which is being transmitted via communication channels, 
gains increasing interest every day in our contemporary life. Cryptography and its applications provide 
sophisticated methods to protect the privacy of information against unauthorized access and deferent 
attacks. Cryptography systems provide two main methods [1]: Encryption: This is the process of 
transforming the plain text message to the cipher text by using an encryption algorithm and key and 
Decryption: This is the process of transforming the encrypted message back to the plain text (original 
text). According to encryption/decryption methods, the cryptographic algorithms can be classified into 
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symmetric key and public key algorithms [2, and 3]. In the symmetric key algorithms, encryption and
decryption keys are known for both sender and receiver or the decryption key can be easily calculated
from encryption key, Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Rijndeal (AES) are common examples for 
symmetric key algorithms. Classic cryptographic algorithms which can be described using simple
mathematical expressions fall into symmetric key algorithms category [1].
The classical cryptosystems are very old cryptosystems [4] that were primarily used in the pre-
computer era. They are considered weak nowadays and too easy to break, especially with computers.
However, these simple cryptosystems give a good illustration of several of the important ideas of the
cryptography and cryptanalysis’s Systems. They are considered as the heart of cryptography science and 
it's good to start with. Classic cryptographic algorithms can be described using simple mathematical
expressions so that we need a mathematical background to understand cryptography. Many mathematical
theorems [1, 4] are involved when applying the classical cryptosystems. The major mathematical
algorithms were important to conduct this research are [1, 4]: Successive Division Algorithm (SDA),
Greatest Common Divisor (GCD), Bezout's theorem, computation of modular inverse.
In this paper, we are going to design several cryptosystems using a Java programming language such as
shift cipher, affine cipher and others. In addition, we will practice on several number theory algorithms
especially the modular arithmetic and prime numbers as well as on decomposing a large problem into
modules and testing a circuit that is too large to test exhaustively. The software can be used then to send 
and receive an encrypted messages using the email systems. Moreover, a hardware design for Shift and
affine Ciphers will be simulated via Multisim software [3] and implemented using the logic gates and
circuits [2] and the skills learned from digital logic design course.
2. Classical Cryptosystems - Revisit
In this paper, we'll consider four cipher systems: Shift Cipher, Affine Cipher, Playfair Cipher and
ADFGX Cipher.
2.1. Shift Cipher Cryptosystem.
This algorithm is considered the basic cryptosystem to be in used, it gets its name from the way we
encrypt our message. Simply put, we 'shift' the letter A some number of spaces to the right, and start the
alphabet from there, wrapping around when we get to Z. The way in which the shifted alphabet lines up
with the un-shifted alphabet is the cipher. For example, a three shift looks like figure 1.
Let P = C = K= Ζ26 and x א P, y א C, k א K.
Encryption: Ek(x) = x + k mod 26.
Decryption: Dk(x) = x - k mod 26
Figure 1: Shift Cipher with k=3, Caesar Cipher.
There are two major possible attacks over the shift cipher: the exhaustive search by trying all possible
keys |K|=26 and the letter frequency analysis (Same plaintext maps to same Ciphertext).
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2.2. Affine Cryptosystem. 
In this algorithm No one-to-one mapping btw plaintext and Ciphertext.  The formula used means that 
each letter encrypts to one other letter, and back again, meaning the cipher is essentially a standard 
substitution cipher with a rule governing which letter goes to which. Table 1 below shows an example of 
the affine cipher. 
Let P = C = Ζ26  and  x א P,  y א C,  and key k = (α, β) and α, β א Ζ26  
 Encryption: Ek (x) = y = α · x + β mod 26  
 Decryption: Dk(x) = x = α-1 ·y + β  
Table 1. An example of Affine Cipher with key k = (α, β) = (5, 8) 
Plaintext A F F I N E C I P H E R 
 
X: 0 5 5 8 13 4 2 8 15 7 4 17 
 
Ek(X)= (5 X + 8) mod 26 8 7 7 22 21 2 18 22 5 17 2 15 
 
And another entry I H H W V C S W F R C P 
 
The key space for affine cipher is larger than for shift cipher where β can be any number in Z26 which 
means there is a 26 possibilities and since α-1 has to exist we can only select integers in Ζ26 where gcd (α, 
26) = 1. Candidates are:  1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25}, Therefore, the key space has 12 ·  26 = 
312 candidates. There are four major possible attacks for the affine cipher: 
x Ciphertext only: exhaustive search or frequency analysis. 
x Known plaintext: two letters in plaintext & their Ciphertext would suffice to find the key. 
x Chosen plaintext: Choose “ab” as plaintext. Where the first character of Ciphertext will = 0·α + 
β = β and the second will be α + β. 
x Chosen Ciphertext : Chose A and B as the Ciphertext. 
2.3. Playfair Cipher Cryptosystem. 
As discussed before, not even the large number of keys in a mono-alphabetic cipher provides security.  
One approach to improving security is to encrypt multiple letters such as using playfair cipher algorithm. 
The playfair cipher is more complicated than the simple substitution cipher such as shift and affine. In the 
Playfair cipher, there is no single translation of each letter of the alphabet, Instead, letters are translated 
into other pairs of letters which means that plaintext is encrypted (to decrypt, reverse the procedure) two 
letters at a time by using the following rules: 
• Form a 5X5 matrix of letters based on a keyword as shown in matrix.  
• Choose any keyword and fill in letters in the matrix without duplicates such as MONARCHY.  
• Fill the rest of matrix with other letters (consider i and j as one letter). 
• If a pair is a repeated letter, insert filler like 'X’. 
• If both letters fall in the same row, replace each with letter to right (wrap back to start from end). 
• If both letters fall in the same column, replace each with the letter below it (bottom to top). 
• Otherwise each letter is replaced by the letter in its row and the column of other letter of the pair. 
• Example:  Plaintext "Wireless" Î wi re le sx szÎ Chipertext "XG MK UL XA TX " 
M O N A R 
C H Y B D 
E F G I/J K 
L P Q S T 
U V W X Z 
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There are four major possible attacks for the affine cipher: 
x Frequency Attack: Since the frequencies  of the various diagrams in English have been tabulated. 
x Exhaustive Search: Each plaintext letter has only five possible corresponding Ciphertext letters. 
x Ciphertext only attack: unless the keyword is long, the last few rows of matrix are predictable. 
2.4. ADFGX Cipher Cryptosystem. 
This cipher is similar to playfair with slight modifications which make it stronger cipher. This cipher is 
obvious by the composition of its Ciphertext - only 6 letters ADFGVX and it isn't easy to decipher.  The 
ADFGX cipher proceeds as follows. It uses a 6 * 6 grid of characters to substitute for the 26 letters and 10 
numbers (optional) of the plaintext. The letters A D F G V X are used to create 36 double chars e.g. AD 
AF VV FX and so forth. By referring to this grid the plaintext is converted into a set of these characters 
giving a stage 1 Ciphertext. This Ciphertext is then transposed by using a keyword that is written in the 
first row of a new grid with the Ciphertext arranged accordingly within. The columns of the grid are then 
arranged so that the keyword letters are now in alphabetic order which gives the final Ciphertext.  
Example: the ADFGX can be formed as the following matrix where each plaintext letter is replaced by 
the label of its row and column.   
 A D F G X 
A P G C E N 
D B Q O Z R 
F S L A F T 
G M D V I W 
X K U Y X H 
The complexity can be increased significantly by choosing a keyword and label the columns of a 
matrix by letters of the keyword and put the result of the previous step. 
3. Design Specifications and Modeling 
This paper  will consider the basic communication scenario [4] shown in figure 2. The basic 
terminologies for this paper are: 
• A symmetric key (Ks): the same key is used both for encryption and decryption. 
• The Plaintext message (m): the original clear message on the sender side. 
• The Ciphertext message (C): the encrypted message which is sent over the channel. 
• The Encryption Algorithm (Ek (m)): the cipher algorithm to be applied over the plaintext. 
• The Decryption Algorithm (Dk (Ek (m)): the cipher algorithm to be applied over the Ciphertext. 
• Algorithms Menu: offers four algorithms (Shift, Affine, Playfair, ADFGX) for Sender/Receiver. 
 
 Figure 2: Basic Cryptographic Scenario 
This Cryptosystem tool will has the following components on the sender side: 
• The Plaintext message (m). 
• The encryption algorithm to be used before sending the message over the channel. 
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• The key size/rule to be used over the plaintext. 
• A communication link with the email system. 
• The output of the encryption algorithm with the corresponding key will be the cipher text that 
will be sent over the email system. 
This Cryptosystem tool will has the following components on the receiver side: 
• The Cipher message (C). 
• The decryption algorithm to used before reading the message received from the channel. 
• The key size/rule to be used over the cipher text. 
• The output of the decryption algorithm with the corresponding key will be the original plaintext. 
This Cryptosystem tool can perform many functions as: 
• Inputting and Reading the plaintext from the text box. 
• Choosing the appropriate encryption/ decryption algorithm to be applied over the message a long 
with the key size/rule. 
• Outputting and Saving the Cipher from the text box, label or frame. 
• Sending Cipher texts through the email system. 
• Other components will be involved in the near future. 
The problem addressed  in this paper were divided into several modules are shown in figure 3: 
 
Figure 3: internal Modules for Cryptosystems Tool 
4. Simulation Environment 
Our proposed work is to design a software tool for four classical cryptosystems: Shift Cipher, Affine 
Cipher, Playfair Cipher and ADFGX Cipher. The tool is to be handy and helpful for users in our college 
those who are aware of sending a secret emails with small communication overhead. The proposed 
solution is programmed and implemented in JAVA programming language. 
Java [5]; A simple, object-oriented, network-savvy, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture neutral, 
portable, high-performance, multithreaded, dynamic language. The Java programming language and 
environment is designed to solve a number of problems in modern programming practice. Java started as 
a part of a larger project to develop advanced software for consumer electronics. These devices are small, 
reliable, portable, distributed, real-time embedded systems. When we started this work we intended to use 
C++, but encountered a number of problems. Initially these were just compiler technology problems, but 
as time passed more problems emerged that were best solved by changing the language. 
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The work still in progress, we have done the from the encryption part, samples are shown in the figure4 












Figure 5: Sample of encryption part-Affine Cipher 
5. CONCLUSTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Four classical cryptosystems are discussed, implemented via JAVA and are going to be built and 
designed using the hardware modules and gates. The work will enhance the student ability in applying 
knowledge of mathematics and engineering and employ them in designing a useful applications for users 
as well as the ability to apply mathematics techniques and arithmetic algorithms to design a small crypto 
system. This work is in-progress to be designed again using a hardware units and modules by electrical 
engineering student involved in this research. The work in this paper can be improved by several ways 
such as: implementing more secure and complex systems such as RSA, DES, and ECC, providing an 
FPGA Design for the cryptosystems, and by extending the capabilities of the software part to include a 
tool for basic stenographic technique such as null cipher. 
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